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Disclaimer 

 
 

 
The participant takes part in the event at his own risk. He waives any claim against the organizers and 

its agents for property- and personal-damage, suffered by the participants in the event. The 
participant will bear the costs of damages he causes himself. 

 

The exclusion of liability would not apply when and if the damage of the participant was caused by 
the organizer and its agents intentionally or through gross negligence, or when damage to health of 

the participant was caused through the improper conditions of the provided vehicles.  
 

The participant is aware that, if he may take part in sections, which use vehicles for which he has no 

license, he will bear the full risk of participation himself. Same is true for example for jet-ski riders 
who aren't able to swim. There won't be additional indications of the required license or further 

inquiries. The organizer refuses the transportation of passengers not participating or animals in the 
vehicle during the event.  

 
The organizer points out explicitly that the participant has to act extremely disciplined. During the 

entire duration of the event the servants of the organizer are authorized to give instructions to the 

participant. 
 

All activities include a security briefing in advance. The participant confirms to be adequately advised 
of using the vehicles and related security arrangements and starts the trip only under this condition.  

 

The participant confirms not to be affected by the intake of alcohol, drugs or medicine. For security 
reasons, the organizer or its agents may exclude participants of the event without giving any reasons. 

 
 

 
 

With my signature I accept this disclaimer. 

 
 

 
           

last name     first name 

 
 

 
Pachfurth,           

place, date    signature 

 


